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Solid Contact
Improve Your Short Game with Proper Ball-Striking
By Doug Breuer, Senior Instructor, Dana Rader Golf School Photos by Ray Sepesy

IF YOU WANT CONSISTENT CONTACT

compression. That is the soft feeling

and the ability to control distance on

of the ball in a well-struck golf shot.

and around the greens, make sure to

To understand this, think about everyday

use the club the way it is designed.

tools. When we use a paintbrush, the

All clubs are built with a forward-leaning

handle is leaning in front of the bristles.

shaft; hence, the handle is in front of the

With sweeping, a broom is on an angle in

club head. When

front of the bristles. We use a hammer with

you address and

the butt end in front of its head (Figure 2).

strike the ball

Here is a drill to train the right wrist to

(for right-handed

stay bent and behind the shaft through

golfers), the left

impact. Start with your putter and get

wrist will be flat

about one foot from the hole. Hold the club

and the right

with your right hand only and exaggerate

wrist will be bent

the lean in the shaft to really feel the

and behind the

bend in your right wrist. Hit some putts

shaft (Figure 1).

focusing on the bend in your right wrist

It’s important
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Figure 1

and hold your finish every time (Figure 3).
If you let the club head pass the handle
and lose the bend, fix it to get the feel
of the finish and repeat the putt. Make a
lot of practice strokes; this will speed up
the process. Then move yourself to five
feet from the hole, then 10, 20 and 30.
You should then move off the green to
the fringe and try it with a lofted club.
The more consistent you are in
making solid contact with the ball, the
more consistent your distance control
will be on and around the greens.

Figure 2

to understand that the golf ball is a
compressible object, just like a basketball.
When a basketball hits the ground, it
flattens on one side (compresses) and
springs back up into the air. The golf
ball is no different with the exception,
of course, that it is a harder object.
To compress the ball, pressure
needs to be applied. When a bent
right wrist and a forward-leaning club
shaft are applied at impact, it puts
pressure into the ball — which leads to
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